Logos registered under the EUROPARC Federation

Instructions for use

The following logos are protected and registered as figurative trademarks with The Trade Marks and Designs Registration Office of the European Union. They should only be used as described below and with permission from the Federation. Copies of the logos can be obtained from the EUROPARC Directorate.

1) EUROPARC Federation

- Trade mark: Individual
- Type of mark: Figurative
- Description of the mark: circular image with map of Europe inside and EUROPARC FEDERATION written around it.
- Indication of colour: Blue colour code: CMYK 90/51/23/5, PMS 660 (black version available)
- Font: FUTURA

The logo should be fully visible to the public in at least one space on the printed information. Elsewhere it can be used so that only part of the logo can be seen (although in this case it should still be clear that it is the EUROPARC logo) or as a watermark.

It can also be used in black.

2) The European Day of Parks

- Trade mark: Individual
- Type of mark: Figurative
- Description of the mark: circular image with map of Europe inside symbolising a tree and THE EUROPEAN DAY OF PARKS written around it.
- Indication of colour: Dark green colour code: CMYK 90/51/23/5, PMS 660
- Font: OPTIMUM Bold

3) EUROPARC Junior Ranger

- Trade mark: Individual
- Type of mark: Figurative
- Description of the mark: circular image with map of Europe inside and EUROPARC JUNIOR RANGER written around it.
- Indication of colour: Dark blue colour code: CMYK 100/72/0/38
- Font: Swiss 721 Black
4) EUROPARC Federation European Charter for Sustainable Tourism in Protected Areas

Trade mark: Individual
Type of mark: Figurative
Description of the mark: image with circular map of Europe in orange and an orange and blue swing. Text written in blue colour.
Indication of colour: orange, colour code: Pantone 7409C blue, colour code: Pantone 7455C.